Year 8 homework project - Indian Culture Pick ‘n’ Mix
Choose at least two dishes from each course and one sharing platter. Your project is due the 2nd lesson back after the Easter holidays.

Appetisers

Mains

‘Tikka Travel’
Write a short article about Hinduism for a
travel magazine.

‘Rogan Josh Research’
Research to create a factsheet about
Indian Wedding rituals.
‘Jalfrezi Fashion’
‘Pakora Poster’
Write a magazine article with added
Make a poster advertising the wildlife you
pictures describing the clothing and
may find in India.
fashion of India.
‘Bhaji Bollywood’
‘Chef’s Recommendation’
Watch a clip of a Bollywood film and
Look at a menu from an Indian restaurant
describe the music and the ‘action’, using a
and create a dinner party menu of your
couple of paragraphs.
favourite dishes.
‘Punjabi Prawns’
Translate some sentences into Punjabi and
‘Sag Aloo Art’
learn how to say them (you could use
Look at examples of Indian art and design
Google Translate to help you with this).
a piece of your own.
Write both the sentence and translation
down.
‘Speaking Samosas’
Write a few paragraphs about the different
languages used in India.

‘Musical Madras’
Make a short PowerPoint about what
music is used for in Indian culture.

Sides
‘Special Fried Sari’
Research and design your own Sari
pattern.
‘Pilau Rice Review’
Write a review of the song ‘Bhangra
Paundi’. Comment on the music, dance
and the colours used.
‘Curry Sauce’
Research a recipe for an Indian dish and
make it for your friends / family.

Sharing Platter
‘Bombay Potato Poems’
Work with some other friends to write a
short poem / song about some of the
Hindu Gods.
‘Naan Dancing’
Try some Indian dance from a YouTube
tutorial – you could try this with friends or
family. Either take some pictures of you
having a go or write about / draw what
you did.

